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My invention relates broadly to figure toys
and
more particularly to a method and means for
simulating growth in animate figures.
s

One of the objects of my invention is to provide

a method and means for simulating growth in
animate objects.
Still another object 6f my invention is to pro
wide a construction of toy which siliaulates growth
in animate figures.
Still another object of my invention is to pro
vide a construction of toy which may be manu
factured inexpensively on a mass production

after following by reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:
Figure 1 is a front elevational view of a figure
toy partially broken away and illustrated in sects
tion to show the internal construction thereof in
accordance with my invention; Fig. 2 is a vertical
sectional view taken through the figure toy of
Fig. 1 substantially on line - thereof and il
10 lustrating the operating mechanism in elevation;
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view
through a portion of the figure toy showing a.

modified construction in which the coil elements
are embedded in the resilient material of the
15 figure toy; Fig. 4 is an enlarged front elevational
animate figures.
Still another object of my invention is to pro view of the expansion and contraction control
vide a construction of toy having a casing formed mechanism embodied in the figure toy of Figs.
1-3, the mechanism being shown in completely
from iresilient expansive and contractive naate
contracted position preparatory to an expansive
rial with motive means encased therein and ar
ranged for controlled expansive movement simu 20 condition simulating growth; Fig. 5 is a side ele.
lating the effect of growth in animate figures.
vational view of the expansion and contraction
Still another object of my invention is to pro control mechanism shown in Fig. 4, the mecha
nism being illustrated in a wholly contracted po
vide a rubber or synthetic rubber encased figure sition;
Fig. 6 is a fragmentary enlarged eleva
toy having coil springs therein and operative to
expand from a comipressed position to an ex 25 tional view of the expansion and contraction
mechanism of FigS. 4 and 5, showing more paris
tended position for stretching the rubber or syn ticularly
the regulator for controlling the expans
thetic rubber casing in a manner simulating
sive movement of the mechanism; Fig. 7 is a
growth of an animate figure.
Still another object of my invention is to pro transverse sectional view taken substantially on
vide a construction of mechanism for coordinate 30 line 7-7 of Fig. 5; Fig. 8 is a front elevational
of the expansion and contraction mechau
ing the controlled expansion and contraction of a view
nism of Figs. 4-7 illustrated in expanded posia
multiplicity of coil spring members enclosed in a
simulating growth of the animate object;
rubber or synthetic rubber body whereby the coil tion
Fig. 9 is a transverse sectional view taken sub
scale for enhancing the entertainment value or

attractiveness in toys by simulating growth in

spring members may simultaneously expand for
stretching the rubber or synthetic rubber body

stantially on line 9-9 of Fig. 8: Fig. 10 is a. Side

elevational view of the expansion and contracts

for simulating animate growth.

Still another object of my invention is to pro

wide a construction of mechanisia for controlling

the simultaneous expansion of a multiplicity of
coil spring members distributed at different posi

40

tions within a rubber or synthetic rubber en

mechanism utilized in the expansion and con

cased figure toy for stretching different parts of

traction device as distinguished from the trafisa

the figure toy in a controlled manner representa
tive of animate growth of the figure toy for ens

hancing the educational and amusement value of
the figure toy.

Still another object of my invention is to proa
vide an arrangement of control mechanism for
expanding different parts of a rubber or Syn
thetic rubber encased figure toy having means
for readily restoring the expanded parts of the
figure toy to the original contracted positions
thereof,

latory mechanism shown in Figs. 1-10; Fig. 12

45

side in the construction of growing figure toy as

is a side elevational view of a modified form of

mechanism illustrated in Fig. 11 parts of the
device being broken away and illustrated in sec

tion to show parts of the rotatable control mech
anism more clearly in elevation; Fig. 13 is a
50

fragmentary view of the rear of the figure toy

illustrating the manually controlled actuating
means for operating the clutch mechanism of the

-

Other and further objects of my invention re

tion control mechanism illustrated in Fig. 8 in
the expanded position thereof; Fig. 11 is a front
elevational view of a modified form of expansion
and contraction control mechanism for a figure
toy embodying a regulated rotatably controlled

device illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12 when re
paratory to a repeat cycle of expansive opera is

setting the figure toy to contracted position pre
55
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straining members operate to continuously dis

tion; Fig. 14 is a perspective view of the escape
ment mechanism which governs the rate of Op

eration of the expansion cycle in the form of my

invention shown in FigS. i-10.

-

My invention is directed to a toy novelty in
which a rubber or Synthetic rubber casing repre
sentative of an animate figure encloses coil spring
members biased to expanded positions and in
cluding restraining members in the form of cords
which may be wrapped upon spaced positions on
a central arbor, the central arbor being con
nected through clutch mechanism with an eS
capement governor. The escapement governor
operates to control the release Of the coil. Spring
members at a rate to simulate growth of the fig
ure toy from a contracted normal limit position
to an expanded limit position for projecting the
parts of the figure toy. In restoring the figure
toy to contracted position the parts of the figure

toy are individually collapsed by applying man
tial force thereto while the arbor is released from
the escapement governor by operation of the
clutch mechanism. The arbor may be Wound
manually to Wind up the restraining members
which connect With the ends of the Coil Springs
for contracting the coil Springs and correspond

O

place the substantially linearly extending men
bers to a position in which the extremity of one
of the substantially linearly extending members
tends to align itself with the intermediate por
tion of the other of the Substantially linearly ex
tending members through which the Said re
straining members pass. This continuous dis
placement to which the coacting linearly extend
ing members are subjected is regulated by a
Weight and ratchet mechanism so that the Sub

stantially linearly extending members move apart

5

gradually. This gradual expansive movement
when embodied in an animate figure such as a

doil, a plant, tree, bush, vegetation, or a figure
toy of general construction, such as a Snake or a
Serpent, simulates a condition of growth which
in parts a naturalness to the device Which is at

20

tractive, entertaining, educational, and in many
applications very amusing.
Referring to the drawings in more detail I

have shown the preferred embodiment of my in

25

ingly contracting the rubber or synthetic rubber
encasing whereby the figure toy is restored to its
original animate position, the escapement gov

wention applied to a doll formed by a casing of
highly resilient naterial having expansive and
contractive properties, which I have represented
generally by reference character . The casing.
nay take a variety. Of Shapes Such as the form
of a doll or other figure toy, plant, tree, bush or
Wegetation. E irovide a ultiplicity of expansive
coil Springs Within the parts of the figure which
Sigulate the limbs. For example, in FigS. 1, 2
and 3, the figure simulates a doll wherein expan

ernor reconnected with the arbor through opera 30
tion of the clutch mechanism and the figure toy
thus conditioned for a repeating cycle of eXpan
Sive coil SpringS 2 and 3 are disposed in the airn
sion or growth. My invention finds expression.
Of the doll. Expansive COil Spring 2 is disposed
in a variety of figure toys such as a rubber of

synthetic rubber encased Snake or reptile, a rub

ber or Synthetic rubber encased doll or a rubber
or Synthetic rubber encased plant, tree, bush or
vegetation. The principle I have evolved is that
of controlling the expansion of a Spring motor
to stretch an enclosing casing from one limiting

between hali member 3 adjacent the hand, and

ball member 5 adjacent the elbow. Expansive
coil Spring 3 is disposed between bail member 5
at the ebOW and ball member 6 at the shoulder.

The restraining member or cord is fastened to
ball and extends through the coil Spring 2, the
ball 5 and the coil Spring 3 and through a passage
position to another giving the appearance of
growth of the enclosing casing.
8 formed in bail neither by which the direc
tion of the restraining cord is changed so that
The escapement mechanism within the figure
the restraining cord extends downwardly and
toy is particularly appropriate for use in a toy
representative of a doll as the escapement mech 45 through a port 3 formed in the side Wall of the
longitudinally extending member at of the Sub
anism produces an audible sound simulating the
stantially linearly extending member . Sub
heart beat thereby increasing the attractiveness
stantially linearly extending member (includes
of the toy to children.
a pair of longitudinally extending members Od.
The principles of my invention when applied
to a doll provide for the simulated growth of not 50 and b Secured to a transverse header at the
adjacent extrenities thereof. The transversely
Only the arms and legs of the figure but also the
torso portion of the figure which is arranged with
extending header maintains the ball members
coil springS Surrounding the restraining cords
2 and . A at the extremities thereof in predeter
mined spaced relation for guiding the coil Springs
which extend to the arm and leg members of the
shown respectively at
and 3. The ball
figure toy and which provide for the central ex
pansion and contraction of the figure toy.
embers 2 and 4 are arranged in a manner
The preferred form of my invention employs similar to the Symmetrically arranged ball mem
a contraction and expansion mechanism of a type
bers at the Opposite end of the device herein

in which two substantially linearly extending
members are arranged for translatory movement
therebetween in a somewhat telescopic relation.
The two members slide in a longitudinal direc
tion toward or away from each other and are pro
vided with transversely extending extremities
forming guides for coil spring members which
project through the resilient body structure of
the figure toy. The coil springs are connected
from their ends through restraining members
which pass through the hereinbefore referred to
guides and are looped through one of the sub

40

before referred to as sail neier . That is to
6)

Say, ball member 6 is carried by the extremity
of a transversely extending header
which

carries the ball member 8 on the other end

thereof. The transversely extending header
connectS With Substantially linearly extending
reitber 9 and with the central longitudinally
extending member 2. The Substantially lin
early extending member 9 may be channel
shaped in Section as ShoWn ore clearly in Fig.
9 with the side was 9a, and 9b Spaced to en
7. brace the Substantially linearly extending mem
stantially linearly extending members interme
bers Ed, and b which are adapted to slide in a
longitudinal direction. The novernent of the
diate the length thereof and through the ex

tremity of the coacting linearly extending mem

channel shaped member 9 and the members Ga.
and eb is coordinated by pin and slot connec
the coil Springs which are connected with the re 75 tions. That is, member 10a carries pin Oa'
ber whereby the said members under action of

2,869,003
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a depending slot in side channel shaped men
ber 9. The Substantially linearly extending

embers 0 and 9 are thus capable Of mutual

movement in a longitudinal direction. That is,

members 9 and it move telescopically with re
spect to each other. The central longitudinally
extending member 20 may be integral with or
separate from the channel shaped member 9; 0
but in any event is keyed to move with the chan
nel shaped member 9 guided by pins Ga’ and

10b' operating in the aligned slots represented

in Figs, 5 and 10 at iSa'. To facilitate raounting

the expansion and contraction device within a
resilient casing, such as the torso of a doll, the

5

coacting members 9 and 20 are slightly curved
in contour as represented in Figs. 2, 5 and 10, so

that members 9 and 10 slide linearly but in a
f8 approach and recede with respect to each
other in a linear direction which may be in a
somewhat inclined plane depending upon the
mounting of the expansion and contraction de
vice within the resilient casing which is to be
subjected to the expansion and contraction
movement. The linear movement of the mem
bers 9 and 0 is further controlled by means
of pin and slot connections spaced from the
aforesaid pin and slot connections similarly to
pin Oa' and slot 9a'. These additional pin
and slot connections are illustrated in Figs. 4-10,
consisting of pins Oa' and Ob' carried by lin

6.

allow step-by-step movement of weight 24 for
preventing too rapid an expansion or spreading
of the coacting members f0, and 19. It is be

which projects through slot 9a' in member 9a.
Pin d-Ob' projects from member 19th through

controlled curved path. The ball members 6 and

lieved this expansion or spreading action will be
clear from the foregoing specification, but for
purposes of emphasis it is pointed out that the
coil Springs constitute the motive means for the
expansive action. These coil springs hereinbe
fore partially described are arranged symmetri
cally at opposite ends of the mechanism to exert
continuous force on the restraining members
represented at , 28, 29 and 30. That is to say,
coil spring 3 exerts a continuous force on re
straining member 7; coil spring 3 exerts a con
tinuous force on restraining member 29; coil
Spring 5 exerts a continuous force on restrains
ing member 28; while coil spring fis exerts a
continuous force on restraining member 30. It
will be understood that potential energy is stored
in the Several coil springs and their associated
and aligned coil springs by compressing the

Springs. Kinetic energy is produced by the sev
eral coil Springs during the gradual and con
trolled expansion of the several coil springs in

25

3.

unison, whereby restraining members 7 and 28
passing through port 9 in the side Oa of mem
ber 0 and restraining members 29 and 30 pass

ing through the corresponding port disposed in
member Ob represented in Fig. 7 at 32 and ex
teading through a port 33 in the end of the

centrally longitudinally extending member 20
forming part of the member 9, whereby a con
tilauous translatory force is exerted, tending to

tending through slots 9a', in the side walls of
channel shaped member 9 which I have repre

early extending members 10a and Ob and ex

displace the member 9 to a position in which
the ported terminus of member 20 becomes sub
Stantially aligned with the ports 9 and 32 in

sented in Figs. 5 and 10 at 9a'. Thus the trans
latory movement of members 9 and f 0 is guided
in spaced positions along the channel shaped
member 9,
The rear of the channel member 9 carries

members Oa and f ob. This translatory move

the toothed rack 2 . The toothed rack 2 is
curved or somewhat arcuate in contour and co
acts with spaced teeth 22 and 23 formed on

ment in a longitudinal direction is regulated and
controlled by the step-by-step operation of the
Weighted escapement 24. As the substantially
linearly extending members 9 and 0 approach
the limit of their fully expanded position the
Weighted escapement is sufficiently disengaged
from the rack teeth 2 to permit the two co
acting members 9 and 0 to be manually
Squeezed together by forces applied to the trans
versely extending members and 7 to condi
tion the mechanism for a repeat cycle at which
time the weighted escapement is again engaged

opposite ends of the strip 24a on which is
mounted the weight 24 which is carried by a
transversely extending shaft member 25. The
transversely extending shaft member 25 is piv
oted at opposite ends thereof in the flat mem
bers 26 and 27. The flat members 26 and 27
are substantially right angularly shaped as

shown more clearly in Figs. 5 and 10, with elon
gated portions slotted as represented at 26a.
The ends of the elongated portions of each of
the members 26 and 27 are pivotally mounted
on pintles Oa'' and Ob', extending from the
sides of linearly extending members ea and Ob.
Members 26 and 27 rock angularly about pintles
at Oa' and ob' as channel shaped member
19 and members 0a and Ob slide linearly with
respect to each other under control of the step
by-step movement of weight 24. This step-by
step movement produced by the constant ten
sion maintained between members to and 9 en
ables the members to and 9 to expand or ex
tend with respect to each other according to a
regulated or controlled movement, so that the
sliding action of member ?o with respect to
member 9 is gradually effected. The mass of
weight 24 is such that by shaking the doll, move
ment may be induced in strip 24.a for moving
teeth 22 and 23 step-by-step under control of
rocking weight 24.
Sufficient lost motion is provided by the
Slotted arrangement of members 26 and 2 to

4)

43

5th with the rack teeth 2. Thus control between

the two members 0 and 9 is relieved automati

cally in the fully expanded position of the mem
bers but is restored upon the replenishment of
potential energy in the device so that the trans

is

68

()

s

formation from a potential energy condition to
a kinetic energy condition can only occur over
an extended time cycle and with a gradual move
ment simulating growth.
The potential energy is stored up by the series
operation of a multiplicity of coil springs simul
taneously as indicated for example in Figs. 1,
2 and 3 by coil springs 2 and 3 acting conjointly

or coil Springs 5 and 34 acting conjointly. The
Springs is and 34 act against restraining mem
ber 28 and through ball members 2, 35 and 36.
The ball member 36 adjacent the end of the
figure is provided with a projecting extension
3 thereon that is slidable adjacent the surface
of a rearwardly disposed floating ball 38. The
extension 37 serves as a foundation means for
the toe portion of the foot of the figure while

the floating ball 38 serves as a foundation means
for the heel of the foot so that as extension 31
slides against the Surface of floating ball 38 the

application of pressure produces a simulated

2,669,063
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7
growing action to the extreme foot end of the ing the restraining members 7, 28, 29 and 30 on
figure.
the drums 53, 54 and 55 when retracting the coil
springs 3, 5, 6, 3 etc.
In Figs. 1 and 2 I have shown the manner of
The clutch member 44 comprises a disc 46
encasing the coil springs with the resilient na
having a projecting lug 46a, thereon adapted to
terial constituting the body structure of the
figure. Special precaution is taken to mold the engage a lug carried by coacting disc 4.
Disc A carries a series of horizontally project
parts of the figure in predetermined graduated
thicknesses to eliminate bulging or collapsing of ing spaced pins 48 which are engaged step-by
the parts of the figure where concentrated forces step by the end of the bifurcated escapement
are introduced so that a natural appearance is O lever 49 that is pivoted interiorly of one end of
casing 42 at 50 in a position operative to SWing
maintained for the figure. . That is to Say, in
angularly in a plane offset from the plane of
case of a doll the outwardly projecting contour
portions are provided with relatively thick walls disc 57. Shaft 4 connected to the Set of drums
53, 54 and 55 through speed reduction gearing
which maintain the shape of the figure for
stretching actions produced intermediate the
56, 57, 58 and 59 so that the set of drums rotate
thinner wall portions. In other words the lat

eral thickness of the walls of the figure is So
selected that stretching is not accompanied by

distortion but natural shapes are maintained,
in certain forms of my device i may mold the
resilient nilaterial as represented in Fig. 3 at 49
directly around the coil springs 5 and 34 and

20

around the ball members 35 and 36 and the ex
tension 37 and the floating ball 38. The re

siliency of the molded material is such that the
material expands as the coil springs 5 and 34
exert a drawing force on restraining member 28

simulating growth of the figure.
The ball members 6, 2,
and 8 Seive as
guides for the coil springs which are free to Orient
about the ball members when changing the angui

lar disposition of the limbs of the figure. The
transverse member if may connect With pad
members 5 and 52 that serve to shape the figure
casing . . I may mount the ball Inexibe's in
sockets in the transverse members 7 and i ; and
thereby increase the adjustability of the linbS.

25

at a slow rate compared to the rotation of shaft
4 in releasing restraining members 7, 28, 29 and
30, from drums 53 and 55 and restraining men
bers 65 and 66 from drum 54. Thus the coil
springs and also the torso are allowed to gradu
ally expand simulating animate growth.
. The torso portion of the device also expands
as separate coil springs Si) and 6 are disposed
between the ends of casing 62 at i2d and 2b
and the interior ends of the telescopic members
62 and 63, which slide thereon. Restraining
members 65 and 66 extend from diru in 54 to the

30

ends of coil springs 60 and 6 and release these
coil springs gradually allowing the telescopic
members 62 and 63 to spread apart on casing 42.
the reinbers 62 and 63 carry the ball members
6, 18 and 2, 4 and/or the sockets in which these
inenbers are Supported, the restraining means

, 28 and 38 pass through the ball members 6, 8,
i2 aid $, as previously described. When the
restraining members , 28, 29 and 3 are released
from the drums 53 and 55 and restraining mem
The ball members 6, 2, 4 and 8 When free to
bers S5 and G6 released from drum 54 the coil
Springs 6) and 6 become effective to push the
revolve universally greatly facilitate the ease of
moving the limbs to desired selected positions. 40. telescopic members 52 and 63 apart simulating
the appearance of animate growth.
The restraining means under these conditions
The repeated clicking sound of the escapement,
serve to maintain the ball members in their
Izechanism that governs the rate of growth of
sockets in any of the positions to which the innis
the device adds further attractiveness to the
enclosing the springs may be moved.
The fact that the substantially linearly in OV 45. device as the clicking simulates the sound of a
able members are retractible toward and a Way
heart beat for the device when built into a doll
or manikin.
from each other for spreading the transversely
In FigS. 1-10 and Fig. 14, I have illustrated the
extending members
and fi in Substantially
rack 2 and the teeth, 22 and 23 supported by
parallel positions enables the device to be mounted
within the torso of the figure so that it is effec 50. Supporting Strip 24a of weight 24 on an enlarged
Scale with a relatively Small number of teeth
tive to expand and contract the torso in a Wer
tical direction simultaneously with the expan
formed in the rack 2. It will be understood,
however, that the enlarged showing is for pur
sion and contraction of the limbs in similitude
poses of explaining the operation of my invention
which further increases the naturaliness of the
appearance of the device in simulating growth. 55 and that in practice the gear teeth are formed
On a Scale that enables prolonged operation of
Figs. 11, 12 and 13 show a modified form of my
the expanding cycle to take place. Also the
invention wherein a rotatable mechanism is en
arcuate contour of the rack 2 is so determined
ployed for winding the restraining members , 23,
29 and 32 on Sections of a drum within the figure
that the teeth 22 and 23 supporting strip 24a.
toy. The sectionalized drum is mounted on a 60 of weight 24 remain in step-by-step engagement
shaft 4 which is journaled within a hollow and
thereWith until the expansion limit has been
somewhat curved casing represented at 42. The
reached whereupon the two coacting members
shaft 4 i is slidable longitudinally under control
may be restored to contracted position from a
of a push button device 43 which extends through
limiting position in which teeth 22 and 23 of
the resilient body structure represented at for 65 Weight 24 are retracted from meshing engage
effecting disengagement of the clutch ninechanism
ment with rack teeth 2. In the contracting
represented at 44 for disconnecting the escape
proceSS the coaction of the teeth 22 and 23 with
ment mechanism represented at 45 when the
the rack 2, as shown more clearly in Fig. 14,
device has expanded to its maximum limit and
inSures the restoration of the telescopic members
preparatory to the manual contraction thereto to 70 fe and 9, to their initial position, preparatory
permit the re-cycling expansion operation. But
to an expansion cycle. The teeth 22 and 23 are
to 43 is provided with a head diametrically
formed on a resilient supporting strip 24.a. that
grooved at 43a; to allow the entry of a small tool
Supports the Supporting weight 24 at angles as
or blade or the edge of a coil for rotating the
shown in the drawings so that a resiliency is
shaft 4 while the clutch is disengaged for rewind 75 provided in the rockable device that permits the
35
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tially in alignment with the laterally extending
portion of said casing and in slidable contact

sliding of the teeth Over the ratchet-like teeth
2 of the rack when the device is being restored
to the original condition preparatory to expan
sion. The links 26 and 2 serve to guide the
weight, the resilient Supporting strip 24a and the

abutment With Said first mentioned ball men

be. Whereby expansion and contraction of Said
coil spring effects displacement of Said Second
mentioned ball member for correspondingly dis
placing said first entioned ball member through
the sliding abutment effected by the movement
of Said extension. With respect to Said first men
tioned ball member for simulating growth of said
laterally extending portion in correlation to Sin
ulating growth of Said tubular Casing.
4. A figure toy as set forth in claim 3 in which
said extension member noves in a path that is

teeth 22 and 23 throughout the restoring cycle to
the position at which the expansion cycle Con
teeS.

I may mold the parts of the casing of the ex
pansion and contraction mechanism, shown in
Figs. 11-13 or of the telescopic members of FigS.

1-10, from plastic, thereby reducing costs in man

ufacture and production.
While I have described my invention in cer

tain preferred embodiments, I realize that modi

i:

fications may be made and I desire that it be
understood that no limitations upon my inven
tion are intended other than may be imposed by
the Scope of the appended claims.
What I claim as new and desire to Secure by :
Letters Patent of the United States is as follows:

substantially tangent to said first mentioned ball
member as said Coil Spring eXpands and Con
tractS.

5. A figure toy as set forth in claim 3 in which
the laterally extending portion of Said casing
simulates the shape of an animate member and
in which said extension membe' imparts in Ove
ment in one direction to the Said casing While

1. A figure toy comprising a resilient tubular
casing, an expandible and contractible coil Spring
enclosed by Said resilient tubular casing, a ter

said first mentioned ball member in parts move

lar casing, a ball member floatingly supported in

ber,

the end of Said tubular casing and slidably en
gaged by said terminus member, said coil Spring

said first mentioned ball member is located in a

ment in an opposite direction to Said Casing for

minus member embedded in the end of Said tubul 2 5 simulating growth of the simulated animate mem

being connected with said terminus member for
forcing said terminus member in sliding cam-like
contact with Said floatingly Supported ball men
ber for displacing said terminus member and Said

6. A figure toy as set forth in claim 3 in which

position corresponding to the position of a heel

3)

and in which an extension member terminates

in a position of a toe and wherein the slidable
displacement of said extension member with re
spect to said first mentioned ball member oper
ball member within Said tubular Casing for
ates to spread the terminus of Said extension
stretching said tubular casing as said coil Spring
expands for simulating animate growth at the 35 member away from said ball member for simulat
ing growth between the heel and the toe of the
end of Said tubular casing.
iigure toy.
2. A figure toy as set forth in claim 1 in which
rounded termini are housed within Said casing
on which said coil Spring is Supported and a re
straining member extending through said round
ed termini and movable therethrough during the

expansive action of said coil spring for control
ling the stretching of said tubular casing.
3. A figure toy comprising a resilient tubular

casing terminating in an end portion extending
in a generally extending transverse direction to

the axis of said tubular casing, said end portion

including a ball member in the interior thereof
substantially in alignment With the axis of Said

tubular casing, an expansible and COntractible :
coil spring mounted interiorly of Said tubular

casing member, a ball member disposed in said
tubular casing in a position displaced from the
aforesaid ball member but substantially in axial
alignment therewith, a curved extension mem

ber connected with said Second mentioned ball

member and projecting in a direction Substance

PAUL WENTWORTH LANG.
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